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Health centre is a vision in blue with Heckmondwike Array tiles 
 

Patients at Mirfield Health Centre in West Yorkshire will reap the benefit of new carpet 
tiles in stunning Array from Heckmondwike FB’s Creative Range in their waiting and 
communal areas.   
 
180m2 of Array carpet tiles  in blue were chosen for the busy GP practice with 36m2 of Dreadnought 

tiles selected in Anthracite for the entrance area.  

 
The carpet tiles were installed by Walkways of Huddersfield.  

 
Sharni Verity, Marketing Manager at Heckmondwike FB, 

explains: “Array was the ideal choice for Mirfield Health 
Centre.  It’s a really hardwearing carpet with great 

aesthetics.  For entrance areas, our Dreadnought tiles are 

renowned for their robust diagonal ribbed surface structure, 
which is ideal for use in areas of heavy wear and tear like a 

busy health centre.”   
 

Heckmondwike FB’s Array carpet tile range features a mid-width rib design and a charcoal 

background enhanced with a subtle linear pattern. The range comprises 12 colour options including 
Peacock, Blue, Black, Red, Lime, Purple, Magenta, Copper, Emerald, Fuchsia, Marble and Violet.  

 
The Array range can be used in conjunction with Heckmondwike’s popular Broadrib range to provide 

a stunning effect and endless design possibilities.   

 
Like all Heckmondwike’s products, tiles like Array can be cut on-site without the risk of fraying, 

allowing individual flooring designs to be created and installed with ease.  
 

Dreadnought is one of Heckmondwike FB’s entrance area solutions.  It is designed to offer both 
thermal and acoustic properties, as well as low maintenance costs. 

 

Heckmondwike FB’s carpet tiles are British-made and provide outstanding performance, as well as 
being backed by a 10 year limited wear warranty, which means they can be specified in complete 

confidence.  
 

In common with the rest of Heckmondwike FB’s collection, Array carpet tiles offer antistatic and anti-

slip performance, excellent acoustic properties to help reduce noise levels, as well as offering 
excellent thermal performance. 

 
Heckmondwike FB’s Creative Flooring Range consists of the renowned Array and Montage carpet 

ranges, which are widely specified in the office sectors.  
 

Sample cards for Array are available on request by calling 01924 406161 or visiting the website 

www.heckmondwike-fb.co.uk  
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